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我Nowadays,people can get almost any information from

films,books or the internet,but some information can have negative

influences on young people and even our society. The following

essay discusses whether there should be censorship of information in

society or not.To begin with, some information is harmful for

children, therefore we should protect children from some

information. By this I mean, children are easily influenced and they

cannot distinguish what is right or real and what is wrong or unreal,

as they are immature, and hey probably imitate what they have seen.

As a consequence, we should protect children from some

information such as excessive violence or obscene material, so that

they can grow up to be valuable members of society.Another point

to bear in mind is that some information which could be harmful to

society should be censored. For example, some material that

encourages racism,violence or terrorism threatens social security,

and it might lead to some serious social problems, such as crimes.

Therefore, the government should ban this kind of information in

films,books or on the internet.However, people do have the right to



choose what they what to know, and they should be allowed access

to most information. Further more, most adults are good people and

will not be influenced in a negative way easily, thus they should have

the freedom to decide what they want to know, and the government

should not censor all information, as the government is only a group

of people after all.In conclusion, parents should strictly control what

their children watch or read, and the government should censor such

information in children’s books, films or websites. In addition, the

government should ban some information which encourages racism,

violence and terrorism, as it is harmful to society. However, on the

other hand, since it is people’s right to choose what they want to

know, the government should not censor most information.nbsp；
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